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Wycombe Sport Centre
WINDCATCHER & VENTSAIR
• End customer: Wycombe Sport Centre
• Sector: Education/Leisure
• Contacts:
»» Main Contractor: Willmott Dixon
• Location: High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire
• Feature Products installed:
»» 13 N° WINDCATCHER X-AIR 200 Monodraught Natural Ventilation System
»» 1 N° WINDCATCHER X-AIR 140 Monodraught Natural Ventilation System
»» 6 N° VENTSAIR 3000 x 1000 mm Monodraught Wall mounted Natural

Ventilation Systems
»» 3 N° iNVent 2 Control Panels
»» Over 250 AIR-PRECISION grilles, diffusers and louvres supplied

Case Study
Natural Ventilation
Monodraught are pleased to be part of a major local construction project, the Handy
Cross re-development scheme. The £150m Handy X Hub development is based on
an exercise well, eat well, and work well mix. In addition to a new state of the art
Leisure Centre and a full size Waitrose, the development includes a new purpose-built
coachway park and ride and the potential to provide fast coach services to Heathrow,
London and other national connections.
The leisure centre opened at the beginning of January 2016 and has been very well
received by the public. Users of the centre have commented on how bright and airy
the building feels.
The leisure centre includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An eight lane 50 m pool with moveable floor and sub-aqua dive pit
20 x 8 m learner pool with moving floor
Splash zone for toddlers
Climbing wall
150 station gym
Dance studios
12 court sports hall
Four rink bowls hall
Steam room and sauna
2 x squash courts
2 x party or meeting rooms
Café

The Monodraught WINDCATCHER® X-AIR is the latest generation of Natural Ventilation
that follows in the footsteps of the successful WINDCATCHER Classic systems. This
is an energy free Natural Ventilation system encompassing the benefits of both topdown and passive stack ventilation. The simple, but effective design of the system
provides fresh air during the daytime as well as night-time cooling.
The VENTSAIR® wall mounted natural ventilation system is a high specification small
format louvre system. The system has been used extensively in education facilities,
health facilities as well as retail schemes.
Andrew McCubbin, Managing Director of Monodraught said “Monodraught’s whole
team pulled together to ensure we were part of this landmark development. We are
delighted to have installed our WINDCATCHER and VENTSAIR products for the benefit
of Leisure Centre users right here on our doorstep.”
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Royal Chelsea Hospital
WINDCATCHER
• End customer: Royal Chelsea Hospital
• Sector: Health Care
• Contacts:
»» Architect: Steffian Bradley Architects (SBA)
»» Facade: Quinlan & Francis Terry Architects
»» Consultant: Delap & Waller
• Location: London
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Case Study
Natural Ventilation
Monodraught WINDCATCHER® natural ventilation systems were selected to provide
energy-free fresh air throughout the new three storey flagship care home. The fifteen
systems were cleverly adapted by Monodraught to complement the architectural style
of the new infirmary, which is in context with original Wren and Soane buildings. The
units were clad in clay pantiles to ensure a perfect blend with the architectural style.
CFD analysis was carried out using Monodraught’s own development team and then
verified using external specialists to optimise the architectural cladding.
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Fresh air, low-carbon solution for Macmillan
Cancer Care Centre
• End customer: East Surrey Macmillan Cancer Support Centre
• Sector: Health Care
• Contacts:
»» Construction: Buxton Building Contractors
»» M&E Engineers: Axis M&E Consulting Engineers
• Location: East Surrey
• Feature Products installed:
»» 4 N° WINDCATCHER Circular ABS 550 Monodraught Natural Ventilation

Systems
»» 1 N° iNVent2 fully automatic control system with night time cooling facility.

Case Study
Natural Ventilation
The East Surrey Macmillan Cancer Support Centre was developed through a partnership
between Surrey and Sussex Healthcare NHS Trust and Macmillan Cancer Support. It
was opened in February 2016 by a previous patient. The cancer support centre offers
those affected by cancer additional holistic care in a friendly, informal and non-clinical
environment.
The Circular ABS 550 WINDCATCHER systems were installed in 2 therapy rooms
and 2 quiet rooms and will provide natural ventilation for staff, patients and visitors.
The Circular ABS 550 WINDCATCHER is an energy free natural ventilation system
encompassing the benefits of both top-down and passive stack ventilation. The
system consists of an external louvre bank protected internally by an anti-bird mesh
and internally divided. The simple, but effective design of the system provides fresh
air during the daytime as well as night-time cooling.
There are a number of benefits for the Macmillan Cancer Support centre of using this
system. By using a natural ventilation system the centre is able to reduce CO2 levels
by expelling stale air and also maintaining a comfortable fresh environment.
Natural ventilation ensures that the system will not be affected by changing energy
costs and low maintenance means there are is little need for disturbing the calm
environment at the centre. The cost effective and low maintenance system means
that funds can be focused on supporting staff and patients.
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Monodraught Cool-phase systems specified as
part of the Harrogate Headquarters construction
• End customer: Harrogate Borough Council
• Sector: Government / Council
• Contacts:
»» Consultants: Ramboll
»» Construction: Harry Fairclough Construction Ltd
• Location: Harrogate
• Feature Products installed:
»» 30 N° COOL-PHASE Natural Cooling Systems
»» 2 N° WINDCATCHER 1800mm Classic bespoke circular GRP Systems
»» 1 N° iNVent Control Panel

Case Study
Natural Cooling
AA new civic headquarters for Harrogate Borough Council is being built on its Knapping
Mount site in Harrogate. The new council offices, which have been designed by
Yorkshire based architects Farrell & Clark, aim to enable the council to save in the
region of £1 million a year in operating costs. Construction work has already started
and the building is planned to be fully operational in the summer of 2017.
An important part of the project is to ensure that it is built to BREEAM Excellent
standards. BREEAM sets the standard for best practice in sustainable building design,
construction and operation and has become one of the most comprehensive and
widely recognised measures of a building’s environmental performance, ensuring
future running costs are greatly reduced.
Monodraught have been specified to provide natural cooling and ventilation to all
areas in an open plan office arrangement, whilst a central atrium space will be
ventilated by our bespoke ventilation system. Monodraught will be providing 30 N°
COOL- PHASE systems and 2 N° WINDCATCHER Classic bespoke circular GRP systems.
Monodraught’s COOL-PHASE systems specifically contribute credits towards BREEAM
standards for sustainability across a variety of factors, including credits for lifecycle
costs, indoor air quality and for the use of low and zero carbon technologies.
COOL-PHASE is a low-energy cooling and ventilation system that creates a thermally
comfortable, fresh and healthy indoor environment by monitoring internal air quality
and ensuring there is a supply of fresh air. The COOL-PHASE system is energy and
carbon saving, it uses an energy efficient variable speed fan with no compressors,
pumps or other energy intensive components. A 5A single phase mains supply is all
that is required.
Natural ventilation will bring a steady supply of fresh air into the civic headquarters,
maintaining CO2 levels and expelling stale air to the atmosphere using the natural
buoyancy of thermal forces.
Monodraught natural ventilation and cooling systems have proved to be consistently
effective and reliable over many years. The constant reporting and feedback to
Monodraught’s dedicated R&D team enables our products to be improved in their
manufacture, aesthetics and performance.
To find out more about our natural cooling and ventilation systems and how they can
support your building in qualifying for BREEAM call us on 01494897700.
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Bournemouth University
COOL-PHASE
• End customer: Bournemouth University
• Sector: Education
• Contacts:
»» Steve Cox, Bournemouth University
• Location: Bournemouth, UK

Case Study
Natural Cooling
Temperature Comparison: The following table shows the overall average daily
temperatures for the room. It is clear from the table that the COOL- PHASE systems
have kept the temperature within a very comfortable band.
The other table shows the percentage of time that the internal temperature has spent
at over 25°C , 28°C and 32°C during the logged period.
The COOL-PHASE system has maintained an ideal temperature within the rooms of less
than 25°C across the logged period for the majority of the time. With only a very small
percentage of time being monitored at over 25°C and at no point exceeding 28°C, this
more than meets the target for overheating in terms of either CIBSE guide A or BB101.
Daily Temperatures (°C) Science Lecture Room

Max Temperatures (°C) Science Lecture Room

Average

Min Average

Max Average

>25°C

>28°C

>32°C

20.6°C

19.0°C

21.9°C

0.01%

0%

0%

CO2 levels: Background or atmospheric CO2 level is approximately 400 parts per
million (ppm) and 1500 ppm or above would be considered a high level.
CO2 Levels Science Lecture Room

Science Lecture Room Served by COOL-PHASE: The Science Lecture Room at
Bournemouth University was fitted with two new COOL-PHASE units discreetly
positioned within the ceiling void to provide natural cooling within the room.
Scenario: Two Monodraught COOL-PHASE systems were specified to serve the
Science Lecture Room at the University to provide intelligently controlled low energy
ventilation and natural cooling via thermal batteries to the area to maintain thermal
comfort and air quality levels throughout the year.
Detail: The design team at Monodraught carried out dynamic thermal modelling which
were able to predict that 2N° 8 KWhr COOL- PHASE systems would fully dissipate the
heat gains within all the areas of the building where the COOL-PHASE was to be installed.
The installation was carried out by Monodraught’s installation team and commissioning
of the systems was completed in April 2012.
Results: The COOL-PHASE system monitors and records temperatures, CO2 levels
and energy use. The results below are based on data collected by the units installed
in the room between 20th April 2012 and 24th June 2013.
7

>1000 ppm

>1200 ppm

>1500 ppm

0%

0%

0%

Energy Usage: As shown in this table the two COOL-PHASE units installed in the Science
Lecture Room used a combined 138.5 KWHs of energy across the logged period.
Assuming 0.11 £/KWh that amounts to £15.24 or an average of £0.25p a week.
Energy Used Science Lecture Room - 61 Weeks
Cost in £

(Assumed £0.11/KWh)

138.5 KWh

£15.24 Total

£0.25p Week

Conclusion: The Monodraught COOL-PHASE system has shown that it meets the
design criteria and specification that the client requested. A requirement for fresh
air and to ensure that CO2 levels remain within acceptable boundaries, which the
results above have proven is the case. The solution has also been shown to meet the
overheating criteria, keeping temperatures within an acceptable level. This has been
achieved with very low energy use and equally low running costs.
info@monodraught.com / +44 (0)1494 897700

Simple, Innovative solution improves school
building ventilation

Case Study
Hybrid Ventilation

• End customer: Hessle High School
• Sector: Education
• Contacts:
»» Architects: DLA Design
»» Contractor: Galliford Try Building Ltd
• Location: Hull, Yorkshire
• Feature Products installed:
»» 67 N° HTM Monodraught Hybrid Thermal Mixing Ventilation Systems
»» 7 N° iNVent Control Panels
»» 13 N° WINDCATCHER X-Air 200 Natural Ventilation Systems with axial 		

mixing fans
»» 2 N° WINDCATCHER X-Air 170 Natural Ventilation Systems with solar 		
powered LED Architectural Lighting Technology

Ventilation for improved school buildings
It is important to make sure that education spaces are well ventilated, ensuring that
air quality within the classroom is appropriate for staff and students. This provides
healthy and comfortable spaces to study or relax. Hybrid ventilation offers an energyefficient way to provide outdoor air ventilation to buildings.
Following the release of the Facilities Output Specification for the Priority Schools
Building Programme, Monodraught utilised our extensive knowledge, product testing,
and building simulation skills to develop low energy ventilation systems which meet the
requirements in a cost efficient manner. Hybrid ventilation or HTM provides a solution
to meet the requirements of projects that fall under the second phase of PSBP.
Hybrid ventilation operates effectively throughout the year. Hybrid ventilation provides
a greater level of occupant satisfaction because of the increased ability to exercise
control over the ventilation provided. During winter months, it can continue to maintain
good CO2 levels while mixing outdoor air and recirculated room air to ensure air is
supplied at a moderate temperature.

Hessle High School - flagship PSBP School
Monodraught were specified as the hybrid and natural ventilation solution for Hessle
High School in 2015. The flagship school for the PSBP scheme, and one of the first to be
built, is the £18.6 million Hessle High School and Sixth Form College in East Yorkshire.
8

The school, designed by DLA Architecture Ltd and constructed by Galliford Try, created
a combined, fit-for-purpose school that operates from just one site, with new science
labs, ICT and teaching areas and sports facilities.
Monodraught’s HTM systems were installed throughout the school in classrooms,
halls and corridors. This was complemented by natural ventilation in the form of
Monodraught’s Windcatcher systems in larger spaces such as the sports, drama,
main halls and the dining rooms. Two of these units were further enhanced with our
solar powered LED architectural lighting system. This can provide a striking view of
the school in the night sky.

Performance of HTM systems Jan 2016-August 2017
The systems have been in place for some time now and we have been able to glean
some useful data for the optimum running of the school.
Nick Hopper, Technical Director at Monodraught said “Monodraught are unique
in providing a cradle-to-grave service. We take a solution from design through to
installation, service and maintenance. We were delighted to work with our partners
to monitor the systems as Hessle High School for a 12 month period. In this way we
can validate our performance commitments to the school and our contractors and
also provide a feedback loop for product improvements.”
info@monodraught.com / +44 (0)1494 897700

Case Study
Hybrid Ventilation
Average temperatures have been maintained at between 19 - 23°C during
occupied hours, sustaining ideal thermal comfort for staff and students. Total
power consumption has been measured at approximately £7.49 per unit. Average
air quality has been measured at 776 ppm which is well within the BB101 guideline
of an average of less than 1,000 ppm.
This data shows that the systems are performing strongly with low running costs
and good air quality.
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High Quality Ventilation
Delivered at Kent School
• End customer: Trinity Free School
• Sector: Education
• Contacts:
»» Architects: Bond Bryan Architects
»» Main Contractor: Wilmott Dixon
»» Mechanical Engineer: Jones King Partnership
• Location: Sevenoaks, Kent
• Feature Products installed:
»» 45 N° HTM Monodraught Hybrid Thermal Mixing Ventilation Systems
»» 3 N° WINDCATCHER X-Air 200 Monodraught Natural Ventilation Systems
»» 6 N° WINDCATCHER X-Air 170 Monodraught Natural Ventilation Systems
»» 3 N° iNVent Control Panel
»» 36 N° VENTSAIR Monodraught Façade Ventilation System

Case Study
Hybrid Ventilation
Work was completed on Trinity School in Sevenoaks in time for the start of the school
year in September 2016. The school has been built in line with EFA standards and
regulations. Ventilation was one of the key considerations in building the school and
over 40 Monodraught Hybrid ventilation systems have been installed across the
classrooms. In addition there are 6 Monodraught Windcatchers in operation. These
are a natural ventilation solution and are ideal for the Sports Hall, Activity studios,
Dining Room and Main Hall.

The primary reason for installing a hybrid solution was to ensure that classrooms are
kept fresh with low CO2 and reduced distracting fan noise compared with a mechanical
system. Monodraught HTM was designed with the Facilities Output Specifications
(FOS) in mind. The HTM FS systems are designed to be installed above a suspended
ceiling or within a ceiling raft and to work in conjunction with natural ventilation
provided by manual or automatic windows.
HTM FS is constructed from composite panels providing high levels of acoustic
attenuation and along with its low noise fan it meets BB93 and priority school building
programme (PSBP) facility output specification requirements. It is a cost-effective
ventilation solution with low ongoing cost and maintenance and minimum impact on
class acoustics as the fan tends to run when the classroom is unoccupied.

10
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Case Study
Hybrid Ventilation
The Windcatcher is a virtually energy free Natural Ventilation system encompassing
the benefits of both top-down and passive stack ventilation. The system consists of
four external louvre banks, to stop the ingress of precipitation, which are protected
internally by Activlouvres. The simple, but effective design of the system provides
fresh air during the daytime as well as night-time cooling. Our Windcatcher systems
come with a ten year no-leak guarantee and offer a virtually free ventilation solution.

External Temperature

Room Temperature

CO2 Levels

This report identifies key parameters for performance and assess them against
industry specifications for compliance.
The HTM has a number of sensors internally and a room sensor and air quality sensor.
This information is recorded every minute.
Recent data logging demonstrates low power consumption. Room air quality or CO2
levels are within guidelines, ensuring that staff and students can enjoy a comfortable
fresh environment throughout the year.
Graphical Overview
To find out more about how our systems could support your specific application,
please get in touch with our Technical Consultants to discuss your needs.

Room Air Quality
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Multi-million pound school complex benefits from
wide range of Monodraught ventilation solution
• End customer: Cambridge County Council - Littleport Academy
• Sector: Education
• Contacts:
»» Consultant: Morgan Sindall
»» M&E Contractor: Imtech G&H (Yorks)
• Location: Ely, Cambridgeshire
• Feature Products installed:
»» 16 N° WINDCATCHER X-Air 200 Monodraught Natural Ventilation Systems
»» 4 N° WINDCATCHER X-Air 170 Monodraught Natural Ventilation Systems
»» 3 N° WINDCATCHER X-Air 140 Monodraught Natural Ventilation Systems
»» 4 N° WINDCATCHER X-Air 110 Monodraught Natural Ventilation Systems
»» 48 N° HTM F Monodraught Hybrid Thermal Mixing Ventilation Systems
»» 1 N° HTM FS Monodraught Hybrid Thermal Mixing Ventilation Systems
»» 74 N° VENTSAIR Wall Mounted Natural Ventilation Systems

Case Study
Hybrid Ventilation
A £37.5m pound school development was recently opened in Ely, Cambridgeshire.
Morgan Sindall were appointed to build Littleport Academy in 2016. Littleport
Academy includes a primary school, a 3 storey secondary school and a SEN School.
It currently accommodates over 650 pupils with room for further growth.
Morgan Sindall and their M&E partner Imtech have successfully achieved their
targeted BREEAM “very good” rating for the building, which includes structural
insulated panels for thermal efficiency.

Monodraught were specified to provide hybrid and natural ventilation across all three
schools and the onsite sport centre including our HTM F and FS systems. These
systems were designed specifically to meet the needs of the Priority School Building
Programme and EFA regulations.
In addition, our well-established Windcatcher solution provides low energy natural
ventilation in spaces such as Sports Halls, dining rooms, staff rooms or reception areas.
We take great pride in the quality of our engineering. Our systems are designed
in accordance with our company ethos: innovation, sustainability, reliability and
performance. Systems are tested extensively in house and by third party academic
and research organisations to ensure that our solutions deliver the best possible
results in buildings were the Windcatchers are installed.

12
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Case Study
Hybrid Ventilation
The HTM F and FS systems are designed to provide natural ventilation and hybrid
ventilation (incorporating mixed tempered air for winter periods), with secure night
time cooling and boosted levels of ventilation during summer.
Our experienced team were able to install these solutions and are on-hand to
provide ongoing maintenance and support.
Our data monitoring over the initial period has showed that temperatures and CO2
levels have remained consistent at an average of 584ppm during occupied hours,
with an average mixed supply temperature of 17.7oC
Performance is continually monitored to allow for improvements in performance
and product development.
To find out more about how our systems could support your specific application,
please get in touch with our Technical Consultants to discuss your needs.
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Healthy ventilation system performing in
outstanding school
• End customer: Our Lady of Grace Primary School
• Sector: Education
• Contacts:
»» Main Contractor: Galliford Try
»» Consultant: Silcock Dawson and Partners Ltd
»» Architect: DLA Architect
»» M&E Contractor: Halsion Ltd
• Location: Charlton, London
• Feature Products installed:
»» 14 N° MVHR 100 Monodraught Mechanical Ventilation Systems
»» 4 N° WINDCATCHER X-Air 170 Monodraught Natural Ventilation Systems

with axial mixing fan and solar powered LED architectural lighting technology
»» 1 N° iNVent Control Panel

Case Study
Mechanical Ventilation
In November 2016, 14 Monodraught MVHR-100 systems were installed to the new
build classrooms of Our Lady of Grace School in Charlton, London. The school was
recently awarded an Ofsted “outstanding” rating.
The MVHR units provide trickle ventilation, heat recovery ventilation and secure
night time cooling. They also boost levels of ventilation during summer or during
periods of high CO2. The system comprises an intelligent and fully automatic control
system which switches between operational modes dependant on external/internal
temperature conditions and indoor air quality (IAQ).
These systems were installed by Monodraught on behalf of Galliford Try and were
Monodraught’s first MVHR project. Initial feedback has been positive.
The systems were supplied to simultaneously supply tempered fresh air to each
classroom ensuring the correct oxygen levels were maintained whilst stale air is
expelled. Air quality is maintained using Monodraught’s bespoke integrated CO2 sensor.
Additional summer time ventilation is provided via the manual windows within each
classroom. One way to counteract outdoor air-pollution in schools near busy roads is to
use a fully ducted ventilation system such as MVHR.

Monodraught natural ventilation systems were also installed in the main hall and dining
room. These Windcatcher X-Air systems all include axial mixing fans and are installed with
a solar-powered LED architectural lighting system. The system consists of an external
static louvre and internal active louvre arrangement, which varies the opening and free
area through the louvre face. The variable louvres can provide maximum ventilation rates
when fully open or modulated to vary weather resistance or closed to prevent the ingress
of precipitation allowing Monodraught to have our unique no leak guarantee.
14
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The Copper Box
Handball Sports Arena
• End customer: The Copper Box
• Sector: Leisure
• Contacts:
» Architect: Make Architects
» Consultant Engineer: ARUP
• Location: London
• Feature Products installed:
» 88 N° SUNPIPE 1500 mm Monodraught Natural Lighting Systems

Case Study

Originally named the Handball Arena, the Copper Box was built to be the goal ball
venue for London 2012 Olympics & Paralympics. As one of the legacy buildings of
the Olympics, the Copper Box will be adapted to become a multi-sport arena for local
community use, athlete training and other multi-use events.
Make Architects, responsible for the design set out a strict environmental criteria
for the project of sustainable energy. Along with rainwater harvesting, the use of
natural daylight would assist in reducing carbon and energy costs. Having used the
SUNPIPE® natural daylight systems on previous projects Make Architects entered in
to discussions with Monodraught Ltd in May 2008 to investigate the possibilities of
using this technology on the project. Make Architects specified a system that could
deliver a 4% daylight factor.
Working with ARUP the Consulting Engineer, Monodraught presented a scheme that
included 88 number 1500 mm diameter light pipes positioned strategically around
the field of play. The systems also needed to be adaptable for when lower light levels
were required so light shut off dampers were included along with special acoustic
laminated glass.
Due to the nature of the project and the amount of congestion expected near the
Olympic site, the systems were manufactured off site and delivered in sections ready
to be installed on site.
•

Estimated annual savings of 40% against electrical lighting costs

•

Double glazed, high impact resistant glass

•

Low U & G values

•

Automatic damper controls to regulate sunlight

•

Low maintenance, long life systems

•

4% daylight factor achieved

•

Offsite pre-fabrication

Images are used with the kind permission of:
Mr. Hugo A. Sanchez hugo.al.sanchez@gmail.com
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New Brentwood Resource Centre
• End customer: South Essex Partnership NHS Trust
• Sector: Hospital - Offices
• Contacts:
» Architect: Ingleton Wood
» Contractor: Hutton Construction
• Location: Brentwood, Essex

16

Case Study

The new centre is a modern purpose built facility, which houses mental health outpatient,
day care and therapy services for adult and older people in the Brentwood Locality. The
completion of the resource centre has brought together a number of services which
previously were operating in various buildings around the High Wood Hospital site.
Natural daylight was considered of primal importance on this new build development
with the SUNPIPE® natural daylight systems utilised on the central corridors and to
several of the treatment centres to increase the level of natural daylight over the level
provided purely by the windows. In addition to the SUNPIPE systems further daylight
is provided by VELUX roof windows and lantern lights.
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Beaconsfield House Re-development
Domestic Case Study
• End customer: Private
• Sector: Domestic
• Contact:
» Consultant Engineer: EAB Construction
• Location: Beaconsfield, Buckinghamshire
• Feature Products installed:
» 2 N° SUNPIPE Monodraught Natural Lighting Systems

Case Study

A multi-million pound property has recently been completed on the outskirts of
Beaconsfield, Buckinghamshire by EAB Construction. EAB Construction are a company
that specialises in offering a bespoke, award winning service, ranging from specification
builds for private individuals through to their own uniquely designed and luxuriously
appointed developments. Their client wanted to increase the amount of natural light
available in two bathrooms and simultaneously reduce energy usage. They opted to
install 2 Monodraught SUNPIPE systems in their pitched slate roof with vaulted ceiling.
The SUNPIPE natural daylight system directs sunlight into a room from roof level.
The SUNPIPE collects daylight using a patented Diamond dome, using a silverised
PVD coated mirror-finished aluminium tube to transfer light to a room, with a ceiling
diffuser evenly distributing the light around the room.

The practical benefits of the product are that they easily fit between joists
and rafters, no maintenance is required and top domes are self-cleaning
due to their shape, eliminating condensation problems, particularly useful in
this case as it is installed in two bathrooms.
Peter Warren from EAB Construction said “We were happy to work with local
business Monodraught to supply the SUNPIPE systems. We were convinced that
their high-quality product would provide a great deal of natural
light into an otherwise dark space, with no ongoing maintenance required.”
17
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Tesco Express - Hinkley
SUNPIPE, SUNCATCHER & WINDCATCHER
•
•
•
•

End customer: Tesco Supermarket
Sector: Retail
Location: Hinkley
Feature Products installed:
»» 4 N° WINDCATCHER 1000 square Natural Ventilation Systems
»» 1 N° SUNCATCHER 350 Monodraught Natural Lighting & Ventilation System
»» 3 N° SUNPIPE Monodraught Natural Lighting Systems
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Case Study
Combination Projects
This new-build Tesco Express store, opened in June 2008, was the first Tesco
convenience store to be built in their Environmental Format.
Monodraught WINDCATCHER® natural ventilation systems were specified by the Tesco
Express design team to counter heat gains by introducing fresh air into the building
and expelling stale warm air from the underside of the roof level of the building.
Four GRP 1000 Square WINDCATCHERS were installed in the main sales area of
the store and 350 mm Monodraught SUNCATCHER® systems combining natural
ventilation and SUNPIPES®, were fitted in the staff toilet facilities. In addition, three
300 Monodraught SUNPIPES were installed in the staff room, store room and bakery
preparation area.

info@monodraught.com / +44 (0)1494 897700

Seaside School
SUNPIPE & SOLA-BOOST
End customer: Seaside School
Sector: Education
Location: Lancing
Contacts:
»» Architect: R H Partnership
• Feature Products installed:
»» 20 N° SUNPIPE Monodraught Natural Lighting Systems
»» 8 N° SOLA-BOOST Monodraught Natural Ventilation Systems
»» 1 N° iNVent Control Panel
•
•
•
•
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Case Study
Combination Projects
Twenty Monodraught SUNPIPES® and eight SOLA-BOOST® natural ventilation units
with an 8-zone iNVent natural ventilation control system that monitors and controls
the SOLA-BOOST units have been installed.
The SOLA-BOOST systems were chosen as part of a thermal model for the building, to
work in tandem with the underfloor heating. If sensors detect that temperatures and/
or CO2 levels in the classrooms have exceeded maximum pre-determined settings, the
SOLA-BOOST units automatically respond by bringing in fresh, natural air from the outside.
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Windcatcher in San Francisco!

•
•
•
•

End customer: Fuse Project
Sector: Commercial
Location: San Francisco, USA
Feature Products installed:
»» 4 N° SOLA-BOOST X-Air 200 Monodraught Natural Ventilation Systems
»» 2 N° WINDCATCHER X-Air 200 Monodraught Natural Ventilation Systems

Case Study
International Projects
Monodraught WINDCATCHER® systems have recently been installed by a local
contractor in USA. The building will be used by a world renowned product design
company called Fuse Project.
A refurbished industrial building; the offices will house nearly 100 designers who
were seeking a low energy alternative to air conditioning. The San Francisco area,
also called the Bay Area, has a particular micro climate which makes it almost ideal
for natural ventilation. The UK based Consultants, Buro Happold, had recently opened
up an office in San Francisco and therefore recommended Monodraught systems as
a possible solution.
We have supplied 4N° SOLA-BOOST® X-Air 200 systems and 2N° WINDCATCHER®
X-Air 200 systems.
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Construction Industry Council - ZCB Hong Kong

Case Study
International Projects

• End customer: ZCB - Hong Kong
• Sector: Commercial
• Location: Hong Kong

WINDCATCHER X-Air® and SUNPIPE® were installed on Hong Kong’s first zero carbon
building (ZCB). Engineered by Arup©, ZCB is a signature project to showcase stateof-the-art eco-building design and technologies to the construction industry both
internationally and locally.
To achieve carbon neutrality, an integrated approach was adopted, combining passive
design measures with green active systems and on-site generation of renewable energy.
A series of passive strategies, including the cross-ventilated layout and a highperformance façade, were used to improve energy conservation and thus reduce
energy consumption by 20%.
Apart from the advanced technologies, efforts were also made to minimise material use
and embodied energy through efficient structural design and low carbon construction
practices. Recycled materials and sustainable timber were used as much as possible
during construction. Excavated soil during construction was used as fill in the urban
native woodland to reduce waste.
Overall, the ZCB has been fitted out with more than 90 cutting-edge environmental
features. This exemplar project has achieved BEAM Plus Platinum rating, the highest
rating for excellence building environmental performance in Hong Kong, and was
awarded the Grand Award (New Building) in the Green Building Awards 2012.
Arup© pictures.
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Powerful example of healthy natural
lighting delivered indoors at the bay
• End customer: Tsuen Wan West Station - Leisure and Cultural Services
•
•
•

•

Department & Architectural Services Department
Sector: Leisure
Location: Hong Kong
Contacts:
»» Distributor: Delta Pyramax Engineering
»» Developer: New World Development Company Ltd
»» Consultant: WSP Asia Ltd
»» Architect: LWK & Partners (HK) Ltd
Feature Products installed:
»» 15 N° SUNPIPE 300 mm Monodraught Natural Lighting Systems

Case Study
International Projects
As part of the TW6 development next to Tsuen Wan West MTR station, 15 N° Sunpipe
systems have been installed in the Sports Hall, providing natural light directly to the
hall. The units were installed in 2017 as part of the overall development which is due
to complete in 2018.

Sunpipe Systems, Natural Lighting Experts
The Sunpipe systems are designed and manufactured in the UK. Sunpipes collect
natural light using a patented high impact acrylic Diamond Dome, passing it through
a super-silver mirror finished aluminium tube. This reflects and directs the natural
daylight to the diffuser. The diffuser then distributes the natural daylight evenly in the
sports hall. Independent tests have demonstrated the highest sustained reflectance
and transmittance compared to other sun tunnel solutions.
Many of us are now spending up to 80% of our time indoors, whether that be for work,
school or leisure. There is evidence that limited natural light can have a negative
impact on mental health & physical health. For users of the sports hall, having natural
light delivered indoors provides a positive sense of health and wellbeing.
There are many additional benefits of installing a Sunpipe natural lighting system.
Once installed, the self-cleaning dome and lack of mechanical elements mean that
they are extremely low maintenance. With a ten year guarantee, developers can be
confident that the systems will perform just as well in year 10 as it does in year 1.
By introducing natural light indoors, it is possible to reduce energy usage and therefore
carbon emissions. There is an additional positive impact on energy costs. Previously the
sports hall may have required the lights to be on all day. By installing Sunpipe systems,
the number of hours the lights will have to be on at all will be significantly reduced.

Monodraught exporting natural light around the world
The systems were supplied to our distribution partner in region, Delta Pyramax.
Monodraught work with a selection of partners across the globe to deliver low carbon
natural and hybrid lighting, ventilation and cooling solutions. We design, manufacture
and install our systems to create low energy, low carbon and sustainable buildings.
To find a Monodraught distributor for products in your region, visit the Worldwide
pages on our website or contact our head office in High Wycombe, United Kingdom.
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Halifax House, High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire, HP12 3SE
+44 01494 897700

Monodraught Ltd

+44 01494 532465
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